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Abstract 

This paper refers to the study ofthe morphodynamic processes, on a seasonal basis, 
in the river delta of Pin LOS (Greece) with the application of the discharge 
effectiveness index (Ef) -which associates the tvater discharge (D) with the lvave 
power (P)- and the estimation of the pOlen rial longshore sediment tran,lport (Ql). 
The delta is characterised according to the classification proposed by Galloway 
(1975) and revised by Briggs et 01 (1997), as wave/jluvial dominated type of delta, 
having a cuspate shape /ike the deltas ofSan Francisco and Rhone. JVave processes 
are dominant during SW71mer-autumn period (low values of Ej) and river processes 
are important in winter and spring (high values ofI.f). The total potential longshore 
sediment transport is northwards and more intensive in the region to the south of its 
current mouth. 
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H 7ra.povao ep)'Cl.aio o.axo).:;;trOl ,Lie rr; jJt:Af:rr; TWV pop\oo(jvvo.jJllahv (jlepyCl.auJJv, al:: 
UWXlCl.Kij [JamJ, rov oUro. rov 7roW/IOI) nrlveLOu pc Tr; XPJjur, rov "()dKTlJ 
wrorcAeawmKO'17TW; Tl7r; noroplO.C; (J,noppoJje;" (Ef) -nov avaxni(F;1 Tl7V nopoXl7 vepov 
(D) fie Tr;V iCV,llaWo7 laxr) (P)- KrJ.l rov i!no}oYlajJo TIle; r'5vVr;Tl/ojr; lTOpOXTlo.C; 
uupeo/l2w/popac; (Qt). To (5Uw w!:lvopE:fTW aO/I\oO)\l(l W Tr;V W¢IVOjJ7JUtI nov 
npor6lJr;KE OlTO roy Gallowav (1975) KC!.l U.Vo.r'5LO/lOprpw87JKe o.no rove; Briggs et of 
(J 997), (ur; ()[ilro: ()oXiJ.a(Jlwv / lTOTOllW)V olepyaazwv jJe aKl&uTo (JXl7pa 07[0)(; ro: !5f.:),ro. 
rov Sao Francisco KW rov Por'5avou, Or KVjJOTlKf:e; !5lepyauiG~' KVp IOPXOVVT7Jv nepior'5o 
KU).Oimipl-\oB1VOlTOJPO (XO;D7)!.:e; TljJE:C; rov &iKTr; Ef) evw 01 lTora/llE:e; on:pY0(J!2r; civw 
(J17jJU.VTlK!X; TO XE:l/lWVa KOI Tr;V O.vOl(17 (Vlflr;AE:C; TljJse; rov &iKT71 Ef). H OVVOAIKJj 
r'5vvi7T1K!j lTOpoxr!o. mepwW;TWpOpo. cfvCI.l lTpOC; TO Bopp6 Kat cfvaz 7[[0 E:vrovr; mlJv 
7[eplOX7j vorw a7[O TO u11W'-pzVO m6jJlO. 
/U,;w; "A/;'u5ui: &iICTl7C; Cl.noTe)w/wTIKOP7ro.e; TlJC; nor6.jJwc; anoppoJjr;, OAOKOIVO, 
AlyCl.io nf:)ayoe;. 

1. Introduction 

Delta shapes and configurations adjoining seas and oceans are the result of fluvial-marine 
interaction; this involves factors such as water/sediment discharge, wave activity, tidal range, 
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winds, and nearshore currents (Wright 1985). For the analysis of the delta systems, a trilinear 
classification (fluvially, wave and tidally dominated) was derived by Galloway (1975) and revised 
by Briggs et a1 (1997). 

In the case of Greek deltas, such as Pinios, where the marine environment is microtidal, delta 
formation is a result of the interaction between fluvial and wave processes, where the quantitative 
inter-relationship is given by the "discharge effectiveness index" (Wright and Coleman 1973). The 
higher the index is, the greater the ability of the river to form its own delta geometry. Moreover, 
(for the case of Greek river deltas) the seasonal variations of water and sediment discharge can 
also playa significant role in delta formation. 

The aim of the present contributiou is to describe qualitatively and quantitatively the morphometry 
of the deltaic coast of R. Pinios, on the basis of Galloway's (1975) classification, the Wright and 
Coleman's (1973) discharge effectiveness index and the potential10ngsbore sediment transport on 
a seasonal basis. The delta of the R. Pinios ( drainage basin area 10.850 km2

) was chosen as 
representative of medium sized Mediterranean river systems e.g. Sou man (Algeria) (drainage 
basin area 8.500 km2

), GOkSll (Turkey) (drainage basin area 10.561 km2
), Arno (Italy) (drainage 

basin area 8.183 km2
) and Vijose (Albal1ia) (drainage basin area 6.706 k(2

) which have developed 
in coastal zones exposed to the open sea wave activity. 

2. The Study Area 

Figure 1 - Location ofthe Pinios river delta (original picture from Google Earth 2006) 

The R. Pinios drains IlltO the southern part of outer Thermaikos Gulf, in the northwestern part of 
the Aegean sea. The length of R. Pinios is about 257 km and the total catchment area is about 
10.850 km2

, most of it having elevations lower than 300 m, while the higher areas are restricted to 
its northern boundary where heights are in excess of 1.500 m. As far as the deltaic area is 
concerned, it is about 69 km2 
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The lithology of the catchment area consists of alluvial and clastic deposits (68 %), calcareous 
formations (11,5 %), metamorphic rocks (15,2 %) and igneous rocks (5,3 %) (Poulos ef at. 1996). 

The climate of the nearshore part of the R. 'Pinios catchment can be described generally as 
"Meditenanean" while its central area is closer to the "continental" type with less rainfall and 
larger seasonal variations in air temperature. 

The mean monthly water discharge of the R. Pinios is about 8 I m3/s (Therianos 1974) while the 
mean monthly discharges of the river are shown in Table I. According to Poulos et al (1996) the 
annual suspended sediment load for R. Pinios accounts to 5,9x106 t. 

Table 1 - Water Discharge in m3/s (Therianos 1974) 

J F M A M J J A S 0 N D AVERAGE 

161 160 I J5 93 71 32 12 11 25 59 61 171 80.92 

Due to the lack of monthly (seasonal) sediment tlux measurements for the R. Pinios, its monthly 
variation of sediment load is deduced from the comparison between the measured water discharges 
of R. Pinios with the monthly values of water and sediment discharges of R. Aliakmon (Table 2), 
which is located to the north of R. Pinios, having a part of their catchment boundary in common. 
Moreover, both rivers having their catchments to the east of the Pindos mountain chain are 
characterized by similar lithological, climatic and hydrological conditions (Mimikou 1982). 

Table 2- Monthly water discharge of the R. Aliakmon (D in m3/s) (Therianos 1974) and 
suspended sediment load (S x106 in tones) (data made available by the Public Power 

Corporation) 

J F M A M J J A S 0 N D AVER. 

D 116 121 137 102 77 47 29 21 22 26 62 113 72,75 

S 8.04 12.84 7.00 4.41 1.85 0.35 0.21 0.03 0.15 062 6.17 11.30 4.41 

The mean tidal range in Thennaikos is 19cm (Tsimplis 1994). The delta area is exposed to 
relatively high wave attack, due to the long fetches available from the north (about 105 km), the 
northeast (60 km), the east (123 km) and southeast (275 km). The bottom topography of the 
receiving basin is highly steep with slopes of 10 % and the depth overcomes 50 m at about 2,5 km 
from the shoreline (Poulos et al. 1996). The sediments of the receiving basin have a zonal 
distribution, because of the high values of wave power, from sand to clay and mud. 

3. Materials and Methods 

For the morphometric classification of the delta of R. Pinios, the satellite image from Google Earth 
(Fig. 1) and the classification proposed by Galloway (1975) and modified later by Briggs et aI. 
(1997) have been used 

In order to describe quantitatively the relationship between river discharge and wave power on a 
seasonal basis, the "discharge effectiveness index" (Et), as proposed by Wright and Coleman 
(1973), and given by Equation 1, has been utilised: 

Equation 1 - Discharge Effectiveness Index 

D 1 
Ef =J;x P 

where, D is the river discharge (in mJ/s), h is the channel width at the river mouth (in m), and Pis 
the wave power per unit wave crest (in W/m). 
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Seasonal river water discharges were abstracted from Therianos (1974) and river mouth length 
was measured on the topographic chan Rapsani 1:50.000 (Institute for Geology and Mineral 
Exploration) 

Wave power was calculated in offshore conditions and at breaking zone, using the Equation 2 
(CERC, 2000) 

Equation 2 - Wave power 

1 )
P=-xpxgxH- xCg 

. 8 

where, P is measure in W/m, Cg is the group velocity of the \vaves in m/sec, H is the wave height 
in m, p is the density of the sea water in kg/m3 and g is the acceleration due to gravity in mJs2 

Wave characteristics required for the calculation of wave power offshore have been estimated 
using \vind data from Wind and Wave Atlas (Athanasoulis and SkarsouJis 1992) and wave 
forecasting equations as proposed from Coastal Engineering Research Centre (CERC 2000), while 
wave characteristics required for the calculation of wave power at the breaking zone have been 
estimated using the numerical model CEDAS (Coastal Engineering Design & Analysis System), 
with the bathymetry obtained from the topographic chart Rapsani 150000 (Institnte for Geology 
and Mineral Exploration). 

The derived seasonal wave power has been multiplied by the corresponding seasonal percentage of 
wind duration for each fetch direction, was used in order to calculate the actual wave power for 
each season. 

For the estimation of the longshore sediment transport, which affects delta morphometry, \ve used 
the seasonal potential longshore transport rate Ql that is given by the Equation 3 (CERC 2000) 

Equation 3 - The potential longshore transport rate 

QI = O,39Plb 

g X (0- - p) x a' 

where, Ql is measured in m3/s, g is the acceleration due to gravity in m/s2 the Ci and p are the 
densities of sediment (2650 kg/m3

) and saltwater (l025 kg/m3
) respectively, a=0,6 (representing 

the sand porosity) and Plb is the longshore energy flux factor given by the relation: 

Equation 4 - Longshore wave power 

Plb = 0,0884 x P x g.K: x H btf x sin 2ab 

where, Ub is the angle between the wave crest and the coastline and Hb is the wave height at the 
breaking zone in m; the latter are provided by the CEDAS. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The delta ofR. Pinios is cuspate in shape (Fig. 1). being similar to that of river San Francisco and 
Rhone. Thus, on the basis of its morphometry and according to Galoway's (1975) classification, 
wave energy is the domillant process in its fonnation while river processes (water and sediment 
tluxes) also play an imr '1'1~lnt role. The seasonal variability in water discharge of R. Pinios is 
analogous to that of R. I IIlOB (Table 3; Fig. 2), both presenting their highest values in winter. 
According to Figure 2 th ,qal ~cdiment load in Pinios river is expected to be similar, as far as 
the seasonal variations I to the sediment load of Aliakmonas river with minimum 
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values in summer and autumn (about 14,2 % of the total) and maximum values in winter and 
spring (about 85,8 % of the total) following the variation ofwater discharge. 

Table 3 - Seasonal variation of water (D) and suspended sediment (8) discharge of the rivers 
Pinios and Aliakmon 

SPRING SUMMER AUTUtvrN WINTER TOTAL 

PIN lOS D (m'/s) 93.00 18.33 4833 164,00 323.66 

ALIAKMON D (mO/s) 83.88 14.73 22.14 84.58 20.33 

S(xl06t) 4.42 0.20 2.31 10.73 17.66 
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Figure 2 - Seasonal variation in water discharge (D in mJ/s) of rivers Pinios and AIiakmonas 
and sediment load (8 xl06 in t) of river Aliakmonas 

Seasonal water discharges, derived wave power and calculated effectiveness indices (offshore and 
at the breaking zone) are listed in Table 4 and presented schematically in Figures 3 and 4. As it can 
be seen wave power is reduced from offshore to the breaking zone while discharge effectiveness 
index is increased. Moreover, high values of wave power occur in spring, autumn and winter. 

The Ef values of river Pinios in comparison with other cuspate shaped world deltas like San 
Francisco (Ef=6.27xlO·J 

; Wright and Coleman 1973) are higher due to the different spatial scale 
of these two systems. Therefore, successful comparisons can be made between analogous 
river/delta systems, as for example between the rivers Pinios and Aliakmon, (offshore Ef=2.40xl0· 
2; from Poulos et af. 1993) with the latter being characterized as fluvial dominated, as it has being 
formed in the semi-enclosed embayment of the inner Thermaikos Gulf 

Table 4 - Seasonal water discharges (D), wave power (P; per unit crest width) and discharge 
effectiveness indices (Ef) for the R. Pinios 

SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER AVERAGE 

D (m'/s) 93.00 18.33 48,33 164.00 80,92 
P (W/m) offshore 89.99 52.10 304.97 107.94 138.75 
Ef (x IO·i) offshore 0.47 0.16 0.07 0.69 0.27 
P (W1m) at breaking zone 56.14 15.57 95.23 39.94 5/. 72 
Ef(x I0.1 

) at breaking zone 0.75 0.54 0,23 /.87 0.71 
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Figure 3 - Seasonal variation in water discharge (D in m 3/s), wave power (P iu W/m) and 
discharge effectiveness index (Et) in offshore conditions (In the left column is the scale for D 

and P while in the right column is the scale for Et) 
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Figure 4 - Seasonal variation in water discharge (D in m3/s), wave power (P in W/m) and 
discharge effectiveness index (Et), at breaking zone (In the left column is the scale for D and 

P while in the right columu is the scale for Et) 

In spring, river discharge levels and wave power values (Figure 4) are very high (93,00 mJ/s and 
56,14 W/m respectively) decreasing to their minimum dming summer (18.33 m3/s and 15.57 W/m 
respectively) with analogues reduction of the discharge effectiveness index. The latter reaches its 
minimum value in autumn (0,23xI0·2

) because of the combination of high wave power (95.23 
W/m) and low water discharge (48.33 m3/s). ln winter the discharge effectiveness index reaches its 
maximum (1.87xlO·2) due to the high river discharge (164.00 mJ/s). Thus, in the period from 
winter to spring, the corresponding high values of Ef suggest deltaic progradation while in the 
period summer-autumn the low values of Ef combined with the increased values of wave power, 
which are the highest in autumn, indicate that river delta is dominated by wave induced processes 
and the associated nearshore sediment transport. 
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The potential longshore sediment transport rate QI has been calculated for the four regions of the 
deltaic coast, which have been defined according to their orientation (see Fig. 5). The seasonal 
values ofQI are given on Table 5. 

Table 5-Potentiallongshore transport rate Ql (xl OJ) m3/season (+ transport from N to S) 

REGION SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER 
-_ ..~-

SUM 

1 99.37 110.86 478.28 87.06 775.57 

2 -350.21 -1.23 -527.23 -222.29 -1100.96 

3 -1187.78 -457.20 -2020.02 -971.14 -4636.14 

4 -20.76 -16.12 -87.30 -38.27 -162.44 

SUM -1459.38 -363.68 -2156.27 -1.144.64 -5123.97 

Figure 5 - Direction of the potential longshore transport in regions (1,...4) 

In region I the potential longshore transport is from NW to SE while in regions 2, 3 & 4 the 
potential longshore transport is from S to N; hence, the overall annual potential longshore 
transport is from the S to the N. Furthermore, this northward direction of the potential longshore 
transport is preserved at all the seasons reaching the highest value in autumn (when Ef reaches also 
its highest value). The above is in agreement with the morphometry of the area near the delta 
mouth where the northern part is more developed in comparison to the southern part, in which a 
shoreline retreat during the last decades has been reported by Stoumaras and Galani (1995); this 
retreat has been attributed to human activities and the natural abandoned of the old river mouth in 
the 1930's from a southern position (village Stomion) to the position that it is today. 

5. ConclUSfons 

The shape of the deltaic coast of R. Pinios is cuspate. Its morphometry is attributed primarily to 
wave and secondarily to riverine processes. Deltaic progradation takes place mostly in winter and 
spring. 
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The overall longshore sediment transport is directed to the north reaching its highest value during 
autumn and spring being more pronounced in the region located to the south of the modern river 
mouth. 
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